Rock sheds have been widely used to protect against rockfall. Traditionally, a cushion layer is placed on the top of a rock shed to reduce the impact force and dissipate energy. However, heavy cushion layers lead to high dead loads and increased construction costs. is paper discusses the concept of an impact-resilient flexible buffer structure. On the basis of that concept, it also proposes a buffer structure mainly composed of springs, ring nets, spring rods, and support ropes, which can be used to replace the traditional cushion layer on a shed for rockfall protection. Full-scale impact tests were conducted to study the impact-resilient characteristic of the structure combined with numerical simulation. e dynamic responses of the buffer structure, including force, deformation, and energy dissipation, were analysed in depth. Finally, parametric numerical simulations of 33 models were conducted; the spring stiffness of these models ranged from 300 kN/m to 1500 kN/m; the impact energy ranged from 100 kJ to 2000 kJ. Moreover, simple approaches for estimating the impact force and braking distance of the buffer structure were proposed and verified using measured data obtained from the impact test.
Introduction
Rockfall is one of the most common natural hazards in mountainous regions with the characteristics of high frequency and unpredictability. In addition to concrete dams and flexible barriers, rock shed is a useful protection measure, and it has been widely used at tunnel entrances of highways and railways in high-risk regions. Cushion layers (Figure 1(a) ), usually composed of sand or soil, are commonly placed on the top of a rock shed to reduce the impact force and dissipate energy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, traditional cushion layers have several disadvantages, such as heavy weight, poor buffering performance, easy accumulation, and difficult maintenance and clean up [2, [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, a thicker cushion layer is often necessary to satisfy the actual requirements, resulting in high dead loads and increased construction costs.
Many researchers have focused on optimising the cushion layer to improve the impact resistance against rockfall. Using impact tests, Kawahara and Muro [4] found that an increase in the thickness of sand cushion can effectively reduce the impact force, and this effect increases as the dry density of the cushion material decreases. Schellenberg et al. [7] designed three kinds of damping blocks consisting of geotextiles, steel wire meshes and three different types of granular fillers, sandy soil, foam glass, and gravel.
ey used impact tests to study the dynamic responses, such as impact force, duration, and impact deformation. Wang et al. [12] and Zarnani and Bathurst [13] also studied the buffering performance of expanded polystyrene (ESP) in civil air defence engineering and retaining wall projects. Sun et al. [14] studied the buffering performance of a rubber tire cushion using 12 impact tests; they reported that rubber tires can significantly reduce the impact force, and the buffering performance will be further enhanced when the tire is filled with sand or gravel. Hsu et al. [2, 3] studied the impact resistance of a composite cushion made of EPS, a steel grille, and steel wire meshes; they found that in comparison to sand cushion, the composite cushion reduced the maximum impact force by 50%. Effeindzouro et al. [15] proposed a discrete element model of the damping block, and they reproduced the impact test based on Schellenberg's research (2006) .
In practice, in addition to placing a cushion layer on the top of a rock shed, metal energy dissipators have been recently introduced and placed on the critical load paths of a rock shed to improve the impact resistance capacity (Figure 1(b) ). Delhomme et al. [10, 11] and Mougin et al. [16] installed compressed metal supports on the column tops of a reinforced concrete (RC) shed to dissipate energy and reduce the impact force. Castanon-Jano et al. [17] provided an overview of the buffering performance of tensile energy dissipators used to protect against rockfall using various indicators, such as impact tests, numerical simulation, and mechanical behaviour. Because a metal energy dissipator can dissipate high energy with a small amount of material, it has a very high energy dissipation/mass ratio (E/M), which can significantly reduce the consumption of buffering materials; thus, it has been widely used in flexible rockfall barriers.
For rapid disaster relief, the so-called "flexible shed," composed of a steel structure, steel wire meshes, and energy dissipating devices, has been used in China for rockfall protection along traffic lines for many years. Unfortunately, very few previous studies have researched this topic. In recent years, Shi et al. [18] developed a new concept of a flexible rock shed, an H-beam steel arch structure acting as the supporting structure with ring nets laid on that structure. Due to the nonlinear large deformation capacity of the ring nets, the buffering performance of the flexible shed is good.
e full-scale test indicated that the flexible shed could withstand approximately 250 kJ of the impact energy; the maximum elongation was about 2.3 meters. When comparing the flexible shed to the traditional shed, the most notable change was the introduction of the flexible buffer unit composed of ring nets. Dynamic finite element analysis of the shed [19] was also conducted to improve its design. However, the buffering capacity of the shed was limited due to the lack of energy dissipators. In practice, the flexible shed is easily damaged due to the failure of the steel elements, puncturing or cutting damage of the ring nets.
In general, inelastic deformation is beneficial to energy dissipation, but it reduces the resilience of the structure. Elastic deformation is advantageous to the resilience of the structure, but the buffering performance is limited due to poor energy dissipation.
While the studies mentioned above have improved the ability to prevent rockfall disasters, in practice, rockfall accumulation and structural damage still frequently occur. Not only flexible rock sheds (Figure 2(a) ), but even traditional RC sheds (Figure 2(b) ) are sometimes severely damaged by rockfalls. New approaches characterised by a short construction period, strong resilience capacity, and easy maintenance are urgently needed to solve the problems caused by rockfalls along transport routes. Flexible sheds provide a possible solution for these problems, but several typical issues still need to be addressed due to the lack of basic research. First, the buffering performance of flexible sheds needs to be improved. For example, Shi et al. [18] full-scale test model can only resist the impact energy of 250 kJ that is far from the protection demand of thousands of kJ energy, such as the capacity of passive flexible barriers [20] [21] [22] [23] . Individual buffer units are needed to significantly improve the system's buffering performance rather than relying solely on the large deformation of flexible nets. Second, the existing flexible sheds are vulnerable to rockfall because the flexible nets are often laid directly on the steel arch frame.
at problem may be solved by increasing the distance between the flexible nets and the steel structure. ird, most of the existing sheds adopt a steel frame with a compressive and bending capacity, which is prone to causing permanent damage or lateral deformation under the impact of rockfall. If the structural members are as parallel as possible to the impact direction of the rockfall and if they have mechanical characteristics, such as truss elements, the adverse effect can be significantly reduced. Finally, to increase the resilience of the shed, the inelastic deformation of the structure should be decreased and the elastic large deformation of the structure should be increased.
is paper discusses the concept of impact-resilient flexible buffer structure. On the basis of that concept, it then proposes an impact-resilient flexible buffer structure mainly composed of ring nets, supporting ropes, spring rods, and spring coils. In practice, the buffer structure can be installed on the top of the RC or steel structure shed to achieve the buffering and interception of rockfalls. A fullscale buffer unit was designed, and two impact tests, with an impact energy of 25 kJ and 50 kJ, respectively, were conducted in succession to study the impact-resilient characteristic of the structure combined with numerical simulation. e dynamic responses of the buffer structure, including force, deformation, and energy dissipation, were analysed in depth. Finally, simple approaches for estimating the impact force and braking distance of the buffer structure were proposed using 33 parametric numerical simulations and then verified using measured data obtained from the impact test.
Development of the Impact-Resilient Flexible
Buffer Structure
Concept of an Impact-Resilient Buffer Structure.
Structural resilience is defined as the ability to maintain balance or stability. e focus is on efficiency, stability, and predictability, as Folke [24] detailed. McDaniels et al. [25] proposed the concept of structural resilience when an infrastructure suffers from extreme events; they distinctly noted that engineering resilience manifests in the ability to maintain acceptable functions during and after destructive events and the ability to restore all functions within a specified time. According to Holling [26] and McDaniels et al. [25] , the resilience of buffer layers/structures can be defined as shown in Figure 3 . Curve (a) and curve (b) represent buffer layers/structures with poor resilience, such as sand layers placed on the top of concrete sheds, which are difficult to repair or can only be restored with incomplete functions after a long repair duration. Curve (c) represents buffer layers/structures with a specific amount of resilience, such as rubber tire cushions; these kinds of buffer layers/ structures can be repaired to restore the original function, but the repair duration is long. Curve (d) represents buffer layers/structures with good resilience; they return to the original state after impact, and the repair duration is short. Curve (d) is the goal of the buffer structure proposed in this paper.
e performance curves of buffer layers/structures can, generally, be summarised into three categories as follows: linear elastic, nonlinear elastic, and nonlinear plastic (Figure 4 ). e linear elastic buffer layers/structures, shown as curve (a) in Figure 4 , are characterised by little residual deformation, which benefits the excellent self-recovery performance, as seen in curve (d) in Figure 3 . However, the energy dissipation capacity is very low. erefore, this kind of buffer layer/structure is rarely adopted because the impact force cannot be effectively reduced due to the small braking distance and because the impact energy cannot be effectively dissipated. Nonlinear plastic buffer layers/ structures, shown as curve (d) in Figure 4 , have been widely used in practice; they are characterised by large plastic deformation, which significantly benefits energy dissipation. However, the residual deformation of this kind of buffer layer/structure is large, resulting in rockfall accumulation, pore residual impact resistance capacity, and maintenance difficulties. erefore, their self-recovery performance is poor, as shown in curve (a) in Figure 3 . Linear elastic buffer layers/structures, shown as curve (b) and curve (c) in Figure 4 , are characterised by large elastic deformation. In comparison to curve (d) in Figure 4 , the energy dissipation capacity varies greatly, due to differences in the recovery path.
e advantages of this kind of buffer layer/ structure mainly lie in small residual deformation and considerable braking distance, resulting in a good selfrecovery performance and a low impact load. A comprehensive comparison of the different types of buffer layers/ structures shows that the nonlinear elastic buffer layer/ structure is the best, and it is the theoretical basis for the impact-resilient flexible buffer structure proposed in this paper.
From the energy balance control equation (equation (1)), it is known that the internal energy of a buffer structure is one of the conversion modes of the impact energy of rockfall. It can be dissipated and/or released after being stored. e dissipation of internal energy mainly depends on large unrecoverable plastic deformation; this naturally contradicts the desirable self-recovery performance of a buffer structure. However, if the impact energy is temporarily converted to elastic potential energy and stored in the structure and then released by repeated rebound, it may be dissipated by structural damping, air damping, etc. is energy dissipation strategy can effectively reduce the impact load on the structure; however, it can also dissipate the impact energy.
erefore, this strategy is chosen for the impact-resilient flexible buffer structure proposed in this paper. However, if the elastic potential energy required to be stored in structural components is too large, it may result in the failure of the buffer structure.
erefore, it is necessary to introduce additional elastic energy storage components, which can repeatedly store and release internal energy, into the buffer structure. From the conversion between the work and the energy, as expressed in equation (2), it is known that increasing the braking distance results by introducing the Shock and Vibrationelastic energy storage components can effectively reduce the impact force, which reduces the possibility of structural failure and unrecoverable deformation.
where E total is the total impact energy of the rockfall, E internal is the internal energy of the buffer structure, E damping is the energy dissipated by damping, and F is the impact force and s is the braking distance. Moreover, as mentioned above, the conceptual model of an impact-resilient buffer structure can be designed ( Figure 5 ).
Proposal for the Impact-Resilient Buffer Structure.
Recently, some researchers have successively introduced spring buffers to achieve self-recovery capabilities. Zhang et al. [27] developed and introduced a spring buffer for flexible rockfall protection systems; the spring buffer can provide some braking distance with controlled recovery. Lv [28] also developed and introduced a type of spring buffer to the so-called spring lattice debris flow dam to intercept debris flows using the elastic energy storage capacity of springs to convert the impact energy to elastic potential energy; however, the impact force was reduced slightly. For these types of components or structures, the performance curves are close to the linear elastic state (curve (a) in Figure 4 ).
To obtain the expected rockfall impact resistance and acceptable residual deformation, the design of an impactresilient structure should focus on reducing the probabilities of failure, reducing the consequences of failure and reducing the repair duration. e fundamental solution is to enhance the structural robustness and mechanical properties during the elastic stage. Structural robustness is, generally, improved by adding the redundancies of the components. e expected elastic working properties (curve (b) and curve (c) in Figure 4 ) should be improved by enhancing the buffer deformation and extending the braking time of the nonlinear elastic working mechanism.
us, to achieve resilience, the new buffer structure requires a robust elastic working performance for two reasons. First, the individual components must provide a robust, nonlinear elastic potential energy to store the impact energy. Second, the elastic potential energy must be released to remove the fallen blocks from the interception zones, which is for self-cleaning. Moreover, to adequately improve the structural flexibility, the action of structural damping must be involved in energy dissipation. Previous studies [3, 4, 6] have shown that most of the braking times of the cushion layers are less than 100 ms, and most of the corresponding braking distances are less than 0.85 m; the orders-of-magnitude difference is better for both in comparison to a passive flexible barrier [21] [22] [23] . Although the buffer performance of a cushion layer will improve as the thickness of the layer increases, the weight of the cushion layer will also increase and adversely affect the working performance of the rock shed below. Considering the outstanding buffer performance of a flexible rockfall barrier [21-23, 29, 30] , it might be a good idea to combine a composite rock shed, an independent buffer structure based on a flexible barrier system with the main structure of a traditional RC rock shed (Figure 6(a) ), and a steel rock shed ( Figure 6(b) ). Furthermore, the independent buffer structure primarily consists of an interception structure, a support structure, and a buffer unit. Proper connections should also be adopted to ensure the proper transmission of force and the conformability of deformation. It is important to note that although the independent buffer structure improves the buffer performance of the composite shed, increasing the braking distance s may result in direct impact on the main structure at worst. erefore, the distance between the interception structure and the main structure h should be designed by comprehensively considering the braking distance s and the impact force F (equation (2)).
e interception structure bears the direct impact of the rock and transmits the stresses to the support ropes, the support columns, and the main structure. Although a cable net and a ring net have been widely used as the interception structure in flexible rockfall barriers for decades, the ring net has better adaptability on the transmission of impact force than the cable net. Due to its self-adaptive mechanism, a ring net can effectively reduce the material damage caused by local impact. erefore, it is preferred for the interception structure of the buffer structure proposed in this paper.
e working mechanism of the buffer element has a significant influence on the impact deformation of the buffer structure. Although the energy dissipators that are widely used in a flexible rockfall barrier [17, 31] can dissipate energy effectively, a large residual deformation may result from plastic deformation, and these barriers often need to be replaced after a rockfall impact. Direct use of energy dissipators will not be conducive to the maintenance of the buffer structure. erefore, in the model proposed in this paper, coil springs were used as the buffer unit, and they were connected to the key components, such as the support ropes and support columns, to increase the performance of the buffer structure.
e main function of the support structure is to maintain the interception structures. As mentioned above, the braking distance between the interception structure and the main structure should also be large enough to avoid direct impact on the main structure. In the model proposed in this paper, a spring rod (Figure 7 ), composed of a coil spring and two steel tubes with different diameters, was developed as the support structure. e smaller diameter tube is inserted into the larger diameter tube at the initial state, and the two tubes both pass through the spring. Under pressure, the distance between the baffles on the tubes will decrease, resulting in the compression of the spring and the storing of elastic potential energy. e braking distance can be adjusted by changing the length of the spring rod, and the buffer performance can be adjusted by changing the stiffness and length of the spring. To improve the robustness of the support structure, a square pyramid, consisting of four spring rods, is suggested. Both ends of the tubes are hinge joints to ensure that the tubes are subjected to axial pressure.
Four square pyramids form a separate interception space. After adding support ropes and ring nets, the integrated buffer structure (Figure 8 ) was constructed. us, the support ropes are guided on the top joints and anchored to the rock shed or foundations by springs; the ring nets are connected to the support ropes by shackles, further improving the buffering performance of the structure.
Additionally, because energy dissipators are not added in the buffer structure and the springs can store energy but not dissipate it, the rockfall will certainly rebound when the elastic potential energy that is stored in the springs is released. erefore, if the interception structures are installed on the nonhorizontal plane, the rock will rebound out of the protected area, achieving the so-called self-cleaning feature.
Experimental Model.
To investigate the buffering performance of the proposed, new impact-resilient buffer structure, a full-scale test model was designed, and two impact tests, with the rating energy of 25 kJ and 50 kJ, respectively, were conducted in succession. e effective interception size and maximum allowable braking distance were 2.0 m × 3.0 m and 2.0 m, respectively, as shown in Figure 9 . It is important to note that the anchor ropes anchored at the foundations and attached to the middle of support ropes were not configured in practice; they were only added to the test model to consider the lateral restraint between the buffer structures.
e specifications and properties of the main components are shown in Table 1 ; R7/ 3/300 means that each ring with a diameter of 300 mm was formed using seven windings of 3 mm diameter steel wires.
e impact tests were conducted at the National Engineering Laboratory for Prevention and Control of Geological Disasters in Land Transportation of Southwest Jiaotong University (Sichuan, China).
e experimental system mainly consisted of an impact testbed, a hanging tower, blocks, a high-speed image acquisition and analysis system, load cells, and a data acquisition instrument. A polyhedral RC block (0.6 m and 340 kg) was adopted according to ETAG 027 specifications [32] . During the tests, the hanging tower lifted the block to the presupposed heights of 9.5 m and 17.0 m, aimed at the central point of the net, and then freely released the block. e impact parameters of the block are shown in Table 2 .
e layout of the measuring points and the partial test instruments are shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) , respectively. ree high-speed cameras, with a frequency of 1000 fps, were used to record the impact process from the front, axonometric, and side views, denoted as C1, C2, and C3, respectively. Furthermore, the tensile force versus time Shock and Vibration 5 curve for each of the support ropes was obtained by the load cells, with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz, which were preset on the ropes, denoted as T1-T6. e strain gauges were also preset on the spring rod in the axial direction to measure the axial pressure, denoted as S1-S6.
Numerical
Model. LS-DYNA commercial software was used to further study the impact-resilient characteristic of the buffer structure. For the numerical model of the main components, except for the spring rod, please refer to papers about flexible rockfall barrier by Zhao et al. [33] ; Xu et al. [34] ; Qi et al. [35] ; and Yu et al. [23, 36] . Furthermore, some important information about the model is detailed below. A beam element and piecewise linear plastic material were employed to simulate the steel wire rings. A seatbelt element was used to simulate the slipping of the support rope along the top of the spring rod. An automatic beam-tosurface contact algorithm was used to simulate the contact between the block and the ring net. For modelling the actual discrete condition of the steel wire rings, an automatic general contact algorithm was used to simulate the connection between the steel wire rings and the support ropes and the connection between each of the steel wire rings. e Coulomb friction model was employed; the dynamic friction coefficient was assumed to be 0.1, and the static friction coefficient was 0.15. e spring rod was simulated by combining the translational joint with the compression spring element [37, 38] , as shown in Figure 11 . e translational joint, which consists of two coincident node pairs (i 1 , i 2 ) and (j 1 , j 2 ) and which was constrained using the penalty method, was used to link the upper and the lower steel tubes. A compression spring element was used to model the spring, which provided the compression stiffness of the translational joint. Aside from translation along the axis, the steel tubes were constrained together.
Based on the information presented above, a mechanical model of the buffer structure was built, as shown in Figure 12 . Essentially, the buffer structure is a tension structure in which the flexible ring nets are continuously in tension and the support columns are discretely in compression. e good buffering performance of the structure primarily arises from the self-adaptive and rapidly changing tensile stiffness. During the impact process, the impact force F is loaded onto the ring net directly, resulting in an impact displacement d. en, F is transmitted to the support ropes by shackles, inducing the sliding of the support ropes along the end of the spring rods. Meanwhile, the spring rods are pressed, and the springs that are linked to the support ropes are pulled. Because the spring is characterised by returning to its initial shape, the elastic potential energy stored in the springs will be released when the block reaches the lowest position, resulting in the rebound of the block.
As a flexible multibody system, the damping of the buffer structure primarily comes from mass damping. Before contact occurs between the block and the interception structure, the block is nearly a rigid body without damping. e damping of the system mainly comes from the buffer structure. After the impact occurs, the block will be part of the buffer structure, and the damping of the system will increase significantly. us, the damping of the system is variable. erefore, a time-varying mass weighted damping factor (D s ) was defined, as shown in Figure 13 [37] . When t � 0, the block starts to fall freely, and it impacts the interception structure at t 1 . After a full impact-rebound process, the block rebounds away from the interception structure at t 2 . After rebounding to the highest point, the block will fall freely again, and reimpact the interception structure at t 3 once more.
e buffer structure will also rebound and swing in the stage of t 2 -t 3 . D s of the buffer structure was assumed to be a constant of 0.03, which is a conventional value for steel structures. In the stage of contact, such as t 1 -t 2 , D s of the block was assumed to be a constant of 1.0 in the simulation based on the results of the back analysis and adjustments made according to the test results. In the stage of detachment, such as t 2 -t 3 , D s of the block was assumed to be 0 because it was nearly a rigid body without damping, as described above. In fact, the impactrebound process will repeat until the impact energy is Shock and Vibrationdissipated completely or the block is rebounded out of the protected area of the buffer structure. e duration of each impact or rebound process can be obtained from the trial simulations and the corrections. To reduce the computation cost, the block with an initial velocity was positioned near the interception structure, instead of falling freely from the presupposed height. Because the impact force in the first stage is undoubtedly the largest in the entire impact process, the subsequent impact processes were neglected in the simulation.
Mechanical Behaviours
Both blocks in the impact tests, with energies of 25 kJ and 50 kJ, respectively, were successfully intercepted; no significant damage was observed for all the components. e continuous impact of higher energy without any need for repair demonstrates the resilience of the buffer structure. In view of the similar characteristics of the impact process of the two tests, the impact test with the larger impact energy was chosen for analysis in this paper. e block experienced three impact-rebound reciprocating movements before stopping. In this paper, only the impact responses of the first impact-rebound process are analysed.
Overall
Response. Several typical moments in the impact process were extracted from high-speed video and numerical simulation (FE-model A, for short), as shown in the left and middle images in Figure 14 , respectively. e displacementtime curves of the block obtained from the motion analysis and the numerical simulation, respectively, are shown on the right side of Figure 14 . e impact process can be divided into three stages, as follows:
Stage I: e duration of this stage was approximately 0.07 seconds.
e ring net was converted from the initial equilibrium state (Figure 14(a) ) into a tight state (Figure 14(b) ). e net had a V-shaped deformation. Due to the initial flexibility, the impact load was small in this stage. e spring rods were not compressed, and the springs connected to the support ropes were not stretched. Stage II: e duration in this stage was approximately 0.06 seconds.
e internal forces of the support ropes that were transferred from the ring net increased gradually until the spring rods were compressed and the springs connected to support ropes were stretched (Figure 14(c) ).
e ring nets had a V-shaped deformation. At the end of this stage, the deflection of the buffer structure was fully developed. e impact energy was converted to elastic potential energy, which was mainly stored in the springs. Stage III: e duration in this stage was approximately 0.2 seconds. e block rebounded with the release of the elastic potential energy stored in the buffer structure (Figure 14(d) ), and the V-shaped deformation of the ring nets disappeared.
A comparison of the principal characteristics of the impact process between the test and the numerical simulation is shown in Table 3 . As seen, the simulated results were in good agreement with the test results, and the accuracy of the numerical model was verified. 
Shock and Vibration
It is important to note that, in practice, although the installation error exists objectively, the direction of the impact is also random, and the bounciness loaded on the block is not on an ideal vertical direction. us, an oblique throw will occur in the rst rebound process, and it will intensify gradually in the follow-up impact-rebound process until the block rebounds out of the protected area. Moreover, if the bu er structure is installed at a slant, the block may rebound out of the protected area during the rst rebound process. us, the bu er structure has a self-cleaning feature.
Impact-Resilient
Characteristic. In this section, the impact-resilient characteristic of the proposed exible bu er structure was analysed based on the impact response of the main components and their energy dissipation characteristics.
Ring Nets.
As described in the section about the impact process, a short V-shaped deformation of ring nets disappeared when the block rebounded and detached from the ring nets. e test result (Figure 15(a) ) shows that the de ections of the ring nets were almost the same before and after the impact (0.53 m and 0.60 m, respectively). e numerical simulation result (Figure 15(b) ) also shows that the rings in the punching area were almost recovered to their original circular shapes after impact. ese results indicate that, to a certain extent, the bu er structure demonstrated impact resilience. Figure 16 shows the time-history curves of the tensile force of the support ropes and the rope locations (see Figure 10(a) ). All the peaks of the tensile forces were approximately 25 kN; thus, they were much smaller than the breaking force of the ropes (Table 1) . Consequently, the support ropes were in the elastic state; they recovered to the initial state after impact, indicating that the support ropes of the bu er structure were impactresilient.
Support Ropes.
Moreover, the tensile forces of T1 and T2, which were arranged along the long direction, were slightly larger than that of T3-T6, which were arranged in the short direction. Most of the peaks were generated at 0.13 s, which was the end of stage II. e tensile forces returned to 0 s after 0.25 s. With swinging of the bu er structure, the tensile forces uctuated slightly and gradually stabilised. e simulation results were similar to the test results, which also demonstrates the accuracy of the numerical model.
Spring Rods.
Except for the spring rods located at the outside corner of the square pyramids, such as the measured point S1 and other rods in similar positions, the rest of the rods were subjected to direct pressure, and adding spring rods may signi cantly reduce the axial force.
e timehistory curves of the axial force of the spring rods are shown in Figure 17 ; the locations of measured points are 
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shown in Figure 10 . Because the spring-piston elements used in the FE-model A can only be compressed, the force of the measured point S1 was 0 (Figure 17(a) ). However, in the test, due to the objective reality of friction, weak tensile force was recorded in the spring rod. e maximum axial force (Figure 17(d) ) of the rods was only about 53.0 kN, which is much weaker than the yield force of the lower tube (Table 1) .
us, the spring rods of the buffer structure were in the elastic state and recovered to the initial state after impact without any plastic deformation, indicating that they are impact-resilient.
In comparison to the model without spring rods (model B), the model with spring rods (model A) has three advantages: maximum axial force, impact duration, and oscillation amplitude of the axial force. First, the maximum axial tensile force of model B is almost ten-times greater than that of model A at measured point S1 (Figure 17(a) ). e maximum axial compressive force of model B is almost fourtimes greater than that of model A at measured points S2 (Figure 17(b) ), S4 (Figure 17(d) ), and S6 (Figure 17(f ) ) and is almost two-times greater than that of model A at measured points S3 (Figure 17(c) ) and S5 ( Figure 17(e) Figure 18 (a) shows the conversion of impact energy throughout the entire impact-rebound process. e energy dissipated by damping increased continuously; this was especially prominent in the first impact-rebound process. While the internal energy increased significantly in the first impact process, it returned to a low level, indicating that the impact energy dissipated by the structure components was negligible. Figure 18 (b) shows the dissipation of the impact energy in the first impact-rebound process. Because the additional kinetic energy was transferred from the gravitational potential energy (external work) in the braking distance, the total impact energy was 56.4 kJ. At the end of stage II, when the block was stopped, the potential energy stored in the springs was 28.6 kJ, which is more than half the total kinetic energy of the block. e internal energy of the ring nets was 10.8 kJ, which is about 19% of the total impact energy. e damping dissipated 14.1 kJ, which is about 25% of the total impact energy. Other components, such as the support ropes, stored 2.9 kJ, which is about 5% of the total impact energy. At the end of stage III, when the block was rebounded and detached from the buffer structure, the potential energy stored in the springs was released fully and returned to 0. e elastic potential energies stored in these components were also released fully; the residual energies were about 0.
Conversion and Dissipation of Impact Energy.
e residual kinetic energy of the block was 25.2 kJ; thus, the total energy that was dissipated in the first impact-rebound process was 24.8 kJ. e residual energy stored in the ring net was about 4.5 kJ, which was dissipated by plastic deformation. e energy dissipated by the damping increased to 24.4 kJ, which accounted for 82% of the total dissipated energy of the block. Consequently, the energy dissipation of the buffer structure is mainly derived from damping. e results further indicate that the buffer structure was impactresilient.
Estimation of the Maximum Impact Force and Braking Distance
As with the characteristic of a strong nonlinear and large deflection, it is challenging to determine analytical solutions for the maximum force and the braking distance. Considering that the buffer and impact-resilient performance of the structure is mainly contingent upon the springs, springs and spring rods are the key functional components of the buffer structure, so the stiffness of the spring is the most critical parameter. Additionally, the rockfall disaster with the impact energy lower than 2000 kJ occurs most frequently in engineering, and, as the impact energy increases, the system's resistance requirement will increase, so the strength of spring rod, ring net, and support rope should also increase. If unrecoverable damage happens due to insufficient resistance of structural components, the structure will lose its impactresilient ability. erefore, in order to ensure that the springs can contribute to the impact-resilient performance of the structure effectively, the structural members should have enough bearing capacity to avoid damage. To ensure that structural damage will not happen in these models and the effect of the change of spring stiffness on the system can be captured, it is necessary to make corresponding changes in the parameters of spring rod, ring net, and support rope. erefore, numerical simulations of 33 models were conducted; in these models, the impact energy and the spring stiffness ranged from 100 kJ to 2000 kJ and from 300 kN/m to 1500 kN/m, respectively. Table 4 details the parameters of these models. It is worth to note that the parameters of spring stiffness in these models have considered the technical feasibility of manufacturing, and the parameters of other components are determined according to the minimum resistance requirements by trial and error.
Based on the fitting analysis of the simulated maximum impact force (Figure 19(a) ) and maximum braking distance (Figure 19(b) ), empirical formulas can be obtained for the buffer structure, as seen in the following equations:
where α and β are the correction factors and the empirical values are 4.5 and 1.8, respectively. Data from the previous impact test with an impact energy of 50 kJ are used to verify this approach. By applying equation (3), the estimated impact force is 117.9 kN, which fits well with the measured maximum impact force (107.8 kN). By applying equation (4), the estimated braking distance is 1.67 m, which also fits well with the measured braking distance (1.55 m). us, preliminarily, this simple approach can be proven to be feasible. By applying this simple approach, the designed impact force and braking distance of rockfalls can be easily estimated using the basic parameters of possible falling rocks and the selected springs.
is is very helpful for selecting the parameters of the buffer structure.
Conclusions
is paper proposed an impact-resilient flexible buffer structure for rockfall protection based on the concept of the impact-resilient structure that was discussed first. It then discussed the design of a full-scale model, and two impact tests, with an impact energy of 25 kJ and 50 kJ, respectively, that were conducted in succession to study the impactresilient characteristic of the structure combined with numerical simulation. Finally, it discussed the parametric numerical simulations of 33 models that were conducted to study the influence of spring stiffness on the dynamic Shock and Vibration 13 responses of the structure. In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from this paper:
(a) e proposed flexible buffer structure is mainly composed of springs, ring nets, spring rods, and support ropes. e buffer structure can be placed on the top of an RC rock shed or a steel rock shed to replace the traditional cushion layer.
(b) e energy dissipation of the buffer structure is mainly derived from damping. e buffer structure will almost be restored to its original state after impact, indicating that the buffer structure is impact-resilient.
(c) e proposed spring-piston element is useful for modelling the spring rod of the flexible buffer structure. 14 Shock and Vibration (d) Simple approaches for estimating the impact force and braking distance of the flexible buffer structure were proposed and verified using measured data obtained from the impact test.
It is worth to note that, in practice, if the flexible buffer structure is designed and installed at a slanted angle, the rockfalls will be rebounded out of the protected area during the first rebound process. In other words, the flexible buffer structure has a self-cleaning feature. If the buffer structures are installed in the wild environment, without buildings and facilities nearby, only the roadway or railway areas are the protected targets, and the goal of the protection is achieved when the falling rocks do not impact these areas. Moreover, to prevent rocks falling from both ends of the shed, interception structures, such as fences [39] , should also be installed at both ends of the structure. Otherwise, to protect the nearby buildings and facilities from the impact of falling rocks that are rebounded out by the buffer structure, passive rockfall barrier systems [21-23, 29, 30] or hybrid protection systems [40] can be installed to intercept the falling rock on the ground or guide them to a place where it is convenient for cleaning, achieving a comprehensive protection goal.
Finally, although the mass weighted damping factor of the block assumed in this paper seems to be reasonable, an in-depth study is warranted, especially research that investigates how time-varying structural stiffness influences the damping factor.
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